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ABSTRACT 

A cell-based adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) solver HAMISH code is currently under development 

for turbulent retracting flows. The numerical framework relies on a finite-volume approach for spatial 

discretisation together with an unstructured AMR Cartesian mesh, which allows adaptive local cell 

refinement and derefinement operations. The data structure is built by representing the unstructured 

mesh as a bitree/quadtree/octree and spanning the tree leaves with the help of the Morton code space 

filling curve [1], allowing efficient cell addressing and parallel domain decomposition.  

The numerical schemes for calculating the flux at a cell’s face and the gradient at a cell’s centre are 

investigated for one-dimensional and two-dimensional linear wave propagation problems. It is found 

that the conventional second-order central scheme for uniform mesh induces wiggles at transitional 

cells, and the implementation of a numerical scheme for non-uniform mesh [2] for both gradient and 

flux can largely improve the result.  

The data mapping schemes for cell refinement is also studied. The centre-gradient-based data mapping 

and face-gradient-based data mapping are compared. It is found that the centre-gradient-based data 

mapping ensures the conservation of field variables during cell refinement and derefinement, although 

it induces wiggles on discontinuities. The face-gradient-based data mapping can overcome the wiggles 

at discontinuities, but it cannot ensure the conservation property. Based on this analysis, a new centre-

gradient-based refinement is proposed, where the gradient is calculated based on the minmod limiter 

of gradients at a cell’s centre and faces, and it is found that the new data mapping method can satisfy 

both the conservation property during refinement and the non-oscillation property at discontinuities. 
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